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Venture Business Brokers believes in the American dream and that 

every business deserves the opportunity to get the necessary funds 

needed to prosper without a long wait time and without jumping 

through hoops.  

We also believe we have a fiduciary responsibility to you as the 

business owner, but we also have a responsibility to your family and the 

people who keep your business moving forward. With that said Venture 

Business Broker will never offer or push you into a financial position 

that is not manageable.   

Our goal is for every client to think of us as a business partner who will 

always have your best interest at the center of every financial decision.  

Business Credit Repair 

Venture Business Brokers works with the leader in business and 

personal credit repair. They have perfected an approach to business 

credit repair. The credit experts take the time-consuming task of credit 

repair off the hands of owners and executives, so they can focus on 

running their business. Countless business owners from a variety of 

industries count on our business credit experts to repair, build, and 

monitor their business credit reports. 

Our FICO Certified Professionals we have partnered with have company 

credit repair programs designed to fix, change, correct and delete 

information that is hurting the credit scores and indexes of your 

business.  There are many credit scores and indexes associated with the 

business credit bureaus that can fluctuate for a variety of 

reasons. Potential accounts, partners, and even executive talent that is 

on the cusp of making a decision to work with your firm could turn 
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away based on red flags reported to credit bureaus whether the 

information is accurate or not.   

Score and index threshold changes can be caused by something as 

small as a recent late payment from a vendor account or a high dollar 

collection account caused by damaged goods returned to the supplier 

with a resolution pending. 

 

 

Required Documents 

• Venture Business Brokers Merchant Application-Signed and Dated 
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